Name: Eelias Mamahchi.
Name Pronunciation: [EE-lee-us Muh-MAH-chee].
Titles: From highest rank to lowest: 1) Lesser Vespercestor.
2) Summoner. 3) Magister of Sanguinati Magic.
Also called the black rod.

Magic Affiliation: Sanguinati.

Sanguinati Coven: Graven Dust.

Education: Mystic Steeples.
Magister of Sanguinati Magic.

Address: Mystic Steeples, Severance, Hoopenfangia.
Office: By the end of Book One, Curse of the McRavens, Eelias Mamahchi has
taken the job of the official admissions officer at the Office of Apprentice
Registration at Mystic Steeples. Twice a year, he contacts qualified male or
female witches over the age of 12, inviting them to become apprentices of magic
at Mystic Steeples.
Date & Place of Birth: ?/?/? / Mystic City.
Height/Weight/Physical Description: 5’10’’. / Medium weight and build. /
Neglected looking; he has a bushy gray beard and hair. Erect posture with a stiff
walk, and a blotchy and wrinkled complexion. He’s strong and healthy for an old
man with a medium energy level but is hypersensitive to touch.
Citizenship/Ethnic Origin: Hoopenfangia. / Hispanic ancestry.
Parents' Names & Occupations:
Father: Anton Mamahchi. (Dead.)
Mother: Mazy Mamahchi. (Dead.)
Other Family Members:
Brother: Braynard Mamahchi.
Sister: Mantilla Mamahchi.
Spouse or Lover: He has had a few female lovers over the years; nothing long
term.

Familiar: Eelias has a one-eyed albino cat named Cyclopuss, and it talks with a
hiss.
Education: Magister of Sanguinati Magic.
Occupation/Employer: Employed by Mystic Ministry as a lesser vespercestor
and the summoner.
Magic Specialties: Magic staff spells mostly. He is well trained in defense and
attack spells.

Magic Staff and Wand: Eelias Mamahchi’s badge of office is a
blackthorn staff with a pigeon medallion as its totem crest. Like a homing pigeon,
Eelias’s job as the summoner is to deliver important messages from the
vespercestory. Eelias’s totem crest, though it’s of gilded metal, can discharge
from his magic staff and fly a long ways in order to fulfill Eelias’s command.
Symbolism: Famous for its skill to find its way, pigeons are symbols of
determination, territory, and sanctuary.
Salary: Eelias is well paid but overworked.
Community Status: He has gained favor with the LaRocks over time, but is still
not very popular with the Sanguinati elite.
Job-Related Skills: Lesser vespercestor and summoner (understudy to the high
priest,) and he substitutes for him when necessary. Eelias Mamahchi’s main
administrative duty as summoner is delivering important information, collecting
dues, letting people know when and where to meet, etc. As a lesser vespercestor,
his job is to sit in on meetings and be a yes man to O Enchantedness, deliver
messages and notices.
Political Beliefs/Affiliations: Traditional Sanguinati.
Hobbies/Recreations: Eelias likes sad songs, collecting taxidermy, tying ropes
into nooses, and receiving confidential information. If he ever finds the time, he
likes to hang around the Divine Armory, where he has memorized the statistics
for every enchanted weapon.

Voice: With an icy, suspicious, older man’s voice, he speaks painfully slow and
deliberate. He seldom asks a question and never answers a question unless he
has to.
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